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1 - Ch.1 Angelic Layer World

Disclaimer: Mei (author)- Leya its time for you to do the disclaimer

Leya- *glares at her* WHY!? WHY DON”T YOU DO IT!!!!

Mei- Hey! DON”T YOU EVER YELL AT ME!!!! Just do it for me okay? PLEASE!?

Leya- *is really angry* CHIBI MEILING CHAN21 DOES NOT OWN ANY CCS CHARACTERS,
ANGELIC LAYER CHARACTERS SHE ONLY OWNS HER ORIGINAL CHARACTERS ME LEYA LEI
AND RINAKA. Happy?

Mei- next time could you please not yell it hurts my ears.

Leya- whatever now on with the story

The Anime Card

Ch.1 Angelic Layer World

Sakura, Tomoyo, Li, And Meiling were sitting in class when suddenly they were swallowed by a bright
light and transported to another place more like another world.

Meiling- where are we and where’s Li LI LI!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

Tomoyo- I don’t know Sakura is missing too

Meiling Well lets go look for them.



So Meiling and Tomoyo went to look for them.

Meiling- *trips on something* ow what was that? *looks at what she tripped on* hey! Tomoyo! I think I’ve
found them

Tomoyo- *picks them up* there kinda small aren’t they? And they don’t move either like their dolls or
something

Lei- hey I see you got your own angels

Meiling- angels? These are our friends

Lei- angels our everyone’s friends like this one *takes out Rinaka* see

Tomoyo- but what are angles?

Lei- WHAT? YOU DON”T KNOW WHAT AN ANGEL IS? Well an angel is a doll that you use to battle in
angelic layer and angelic layer is a game where you use the angels to fight and the way you use an
angel is you put on this head set thingy and you think of their movements

Tomoyo- oh ok

Meling- well in that case I get Li *grabs Li*

Tomoyo- well then I get Sakura so now what do we do?



Lei- well you can enter the angelic layer championship where you battle people from all over the rules to
this battle is simple if you win at least two battles then you go to the finals and when you beat that then
you win

Tomoyo- well then I guess we’ll enter

Lei- I guess I’ll see you there I hope our battle will be good oh and take these *hands them two angel
cards* you need these if you want to enter the tournament.

*Lei walks away and disappears in the darkness*

Meiling- wait a miniute we don’t even know where its held

Tomoyo- yeah you’re right but we can always ask around

*so they walk around and ask people*

Tomoyo- um excuse me but do you know where we can find the angelic layer championship tournament

Little girl- *points to a large building*

Tomoyo- thanks

So they go to the building when they get there they show their cards. Then they go to the waiting room



to wait for their upcoming battle.

Announcer- would Meiling and her angel Li please report to the battle area I repeat would Meiling and
her angel Li please report to the battle area

Meiling- well I guess I’d better go

Tomoyo- gambatte! And do your best

Meiling- thanks *she leaves the room and enters the battle area*

Announcer- today’s first battle is Meiling and her angel Li Vs. the beautiful goddess Lei and her angel
Rinaka.

Audience- *claps* GO LEI YOU’RE THE BEST!!!!

Lei and Meiling- *takes their seats puts the head set thingy on and puts their angel in the arena*

Meiling- now how do I make this doll move again? think think!! I know *starts shouting* MOVE!! LI
MOVE!!!!

*nothing happens*

Lei- *thinks* charge at Li



*Rinaka charges at Li*

*in the waiting room*

Tomoyo-*is looking at the Tv screen* MEILING!!! You have to think about the movements not shout it!!

*back in the arena*

Meiling OH NOO!! WATCH OUT LI!!!!!

*Li gets hit and falls to the ground*

Meiling- think!! What did Lei say about operating them? Oh now I remember *thinks* get up and take out
your sword

*Li tries to do what Meiling says but gets kicked in the head by Rinaka*

Meiling- *thinks* please get up and take your sword out and attack

*Li takes out his sword and starts to attack* he slices Rinaka and cuts her

Lei- I think its time we finished this match *thinks* take out your staff and do the finishing blow keys of
death

*Rinaka folds her hands opens them and a staff appears she says some ancient magic words and the



keys start to glow a black color and they start to fly twards Li*

Announcer- OH NO!!!! I think its over Rinaka is doing her famous death blow keys of death

Mei- Leya do your thing

Leya- *glares at her* grrr FINE!!! SO HOW DID YOU LIKE IT? PLEASE REVIEW AND NO FLAMES
SHE DOESN”T LIKE FLAMES AT ALL

Mei- what did I tell you about yelling?

Leya- *is really angry and doesn’t say anything*



3 - Ch.2 Meiling Loses

Disclaimer: I Fired Leya so you won’t be seeing anymore of her. She was getting angry all the time so I
had to. Well I do not own Cardcaptor Sakura or Angelic Layer they belong to Clamp. If I did then I would
be very rich live in a big mansion and I would own Li-Kun *Hugs Li doll* which I really do have.

Key:

Italics: Thinking/action chars uses on doll

Anime Card

Ch.2 Meiling Loses

Meiling- OH NOO!! What am I going to do? *thinks* Jump Li jump up

*Li jumps up but the keys keep on following him*

Meiling- Ack!!! The keys keep on following him what now? Oh I know! *thinks* Li use your sword and hit
those keys

*Li uses his sword to hit the keys.* All the keys fall over

Lei- *thinks* Use your staff to raise the keys back up and attack!

*Rinaka lifts her staff up and the keys float back up in the air and continue to follow Li*



*In the waiting room*

Tomoyo- You can do it Meiling!! I know you can win!! *Tomoyo was sewing Sakura a little doll dress for
her to wear while watching Meiling battle*(A/N-Tomoyo got the material to make the clothing for Sakura
from a stand in the waiting room I just never mentioned it.) you will look SOO KAWAII!!! in this dress
Sakura

*Back in the Arena Li was still getting chased by the keys*

Announcer- WOW!!! This has been going on for some time now. I wonder what Meiling will do next to
avoid the keys. But I think she will have no chance because no one has ever gotten away from those
keys.

Meiling- AHH!!! My head it’s starting to hurt. I think all this thinking has gone to my head. *Meiling
passes out with all the thinking making Li very vulnerable to any attack*

Leya- Now is my chance to finish this battle. *thinks* Take those keys and finish Li off

*Rinaka takes her keys and throws them at Li making him fly out of the fighting ring and landing on
Meiling

Announcer- And her famous attack Keys of Death has destroyed Li and Lei and Rinaka have once again
taken the win

Meiling- *wakes up* what just happened?



Lei- *smiles* you just lost this game. Too bad but it was a good match though

Meiling- *looks at the damaged Li* I’m sorry Li I could have done better *she started to cry* yes *sniff* it
was a good *sniff* game *she gets up and goes back to the waiting room

Tomoyo- *goes over to Meiling and hugs her* I saw the whole thing I’m very sorry I’m sure you’ll do
fine next time

Meiling- Yeah I guess your right I’ll *sniff* do better next time

Announcer- Would Tomoyo and her angel Sakura please report to the battle arena I repeat would
Tomoyo and her angel Sakura please report to the battle arena

Meiling- I guess you’d better go

Tomoyo- Yeah I guess I should are you sure you’re going to be alright?

Meiling- Gambatte! And yes I’ll be fine losing isn’t really that bad

Tomoyo- Thanks *She leaves the waiting room and enters the arena* I hope Meiling will be alright

Announcer- Today’s battle is Tomoyo and her angel Sakura Vs. the graceful Misty and her angel
Nokoru

Audience- *claps* GO MISTY WE LOVE YOU!!!



Misty and Tomoyo- *takes their seats puts the head set thingy on and puts their angel in the arena

***

So how did you like the story? Will Tomoyo win this battle between Misty? Check for the next chapter to
find out. Please R+R and NO FLAMES!!! they are the most scariest thing in the world besides Saito from
Kenshin
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